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CRUISE INTERIORS IS AN EVERGROWING MARKET, WITH MORE
LUXURY SHIPS ON ORDER IN 2018
THAN ANY YEARS PREVIOUS
Cruise operators want to know what guests want from a
21st century cruise, hiring the world’s top designers to fulfil
those needs under multi-million-dollar contracts. With 2018
seeing the debut and conception of several cutting-edge
ships, including the highly anticipated Celebrity Edge, we
took a look at the year ahead’s most coveted interior design
trends. From innovative interiors to unique trends for 2019,
this guide unpacks the year’s most prominent design trends,
featuring examples from MSC Seaside, Celebrity Edge, Costa
Venezia and more!

WHAT DO GUESTS WANT FROM CONTEMPORARY
CRUISE SHIPS?
Cruise ships as we know them have come along leaps and
bounds since they first gained mainstream popularity in the
1970s, with commercial cruise lines truly taking off after the
advent of large passenger jet aircrafts in the 60s. In fact,
demand for cruising has increased rapidly in the past five
years alone, seeing a 20.5%* increase in popularity and
making it the fastest-growing category in the leisure travel
market.
The past decade has presented guests with more opulence
and excitement than ever, with off-shore excursions and onboard dining reaching new heights of grandiosity. But now,
cruise operators are turning their eye to interiors, using interior
design to provide unforgettable, (and nowadays, Instagramable), moments.
With Cruise Ship Interiors Expo 2019 fast approaching, we
decided to take a look at some of the most popular cruise
interior trends for the year ahead.
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UNDER THE SEA

Although designers are increasingly favoring hotel-like
interiors, guests maintain their desire to feel close to the
ocean. Much like the outdoor-in trend, cruise designers
are pulling out all the stops to ensure that guests feel truly
immersed in their surroundings.
This year alone, we’ve seen MSC’s Seaside bring passengers
closer to the sea, with its beach-like top deck and staterooms
directly overlooking both the pool and ocean, as well as
NCL’s introduction of The Waterfront to Norwegian Joy.
Also taking inspiration from its ocean surroundings is
Celebrity Edge. The ship’s Infinite Verandas provide guests
with a captivating view of the sea. Select staterooms onboard
the ship will feature innovative technology, allowing the ofttoo-cozy stateroom to open up, boasting stunning views of
the sea.
And it’s not just cruise liners taking these trends onboard,
expedition ships and river cruises are also working to
bring guests closer to the sea. Debuted earlier this year,
Ponant’s Le Laperouse expedition ship features its very own
underwater haven. Located in the ship’s hull below the water
line, the Blue Eye lounge allows guests to deep-dive into
serene ocean settings like never before. Portholes of varying
sizes give guests an intimate look at ocean wildlife, while
whale-inspired curves and blue lighting fill the bar’s interior.

BRINGING THE
OUTDOORS IN
One of the major trends emerging in the cruise interiors industry this year has been natural interiors.
Unlike the garish color schemes and gaudy carpets you would have found onboard 50 years ago,
cruise interiors now focus on natural, organic elements.
The highly anticipated Celebrity Edge has embraced this trend more than anyone, with Celebrity
Cruises’ new vessel featuring a multi-level culinary and entertainment space, aptly-named Eden.
Celebrity has described Eden as a space where “nature [is] present”, as well as being “a room that
lives”. Designed to bring guests closer to nature, Eden will feature 7,000 square-feet of glass, making
for picture-perfect sunset moments.

- Brombach + Gess
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Despite innovative design being more important
than ever, recent trends have shown cruise liners
paring back on glamorous interiors in favor of
more authentic décor. Though you’ll still find your
fair share of chandeliers on a present-day cruise
ship, designers are aiming to create more unique,
custom designs.

OUT WITH THE GOLD,
IN WITH THE NEW

Cruise interior designers have bid farewell to
themed rooms of days gone by, instead adopting
a more authentic approach; even in the middle of
the ocean, guests prefer the feel of a land-based
hotel. By working with land-based designers, like
Cunard’s recent appointment of Adam Tihany,
cruise operators are able to create the feel of a
hotel at sea.
According to David McCarthy of AD Associates,
“Offering a unique experience for the consumer
remains one of the key trends in the industry,
with an emphasis on variety and a consideration
of ‘the individual’”, as opposed to generic public
spaces.
Innovation may be paramount, but subtlety is still
key.

“Offering a unique experience for the
consumer remains one of the key trends in the
industry, with an emphasis on variety and a
consideration of ‘the individual’”

TRENDS IN CHINA
According to Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), most cruise passengers are
sourced in China, second only to the United States, with 2.1 million guests from China
travelling in 2016.
As you might expect, a different clientele means accounting for different tastes and
trends. With many cruise lines looking to operate out of China in future, what will
they have to consider when it comes to interior design? According to Scott Butler of
architecture firm company Wilson Butler Architects, the Chinese market favors a larger
casino, with less emphasis being placed on the spa and fitness center. For example,
Costa Crociere’s newest addition to its fleet, the Costa Venezia (debuting in 2019), has
been specifically designed for the Chinese cruise market and thus offers the fleet’s
largest casino to date, alongside two exclusive VIP rooms for gambling.
Additionally, guests from China generally prefer buffet-style dining options, while
European customers place more of an emphasis on distinct dining venues.
If cruise operators hope to win over the Chinese market - without alienating Western
guests - they’ll have to find a balance between these differing interior design trends.

- David J McCarthy, Director, Marine Projects, AD Associates

DON’T MISS

For an in-depth forecast of interior design trends for the coming years, don’t
miss the session ‘Design Trends 2022’, at Cruise Ship Interiors Conference,
taking place Thursday, June 20th, 2019, at Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Miami.

- Pfleiderer
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DISCOVER THE LATEST DESIGN
TRENDS FOR YOURSELF AT

taking place June 18-20, 2019 at the Miami Beach
Convention Center, Florida, USA

ABOUT CRUISE SHIP INTERIORS EXPO
Cruise Ship Interiors Expo was launched with a purpose. We believe that niche events are the
future for the marine industry, and we strive to provide you with inspiration like no other, with
quality face-to-face meetings, stimulating cruise interior designs, and a conference program
to walk away with new and creative ideas.
Whether you’re looking for a specific decking, textile, light, flooring, or a turnkey interior
outfitting solution, this event has been built with you in mind. Our promise is a buzz-filled
room with cruise execs, shipyards and outfitting companies that are looking to source
products and services for their next refurbishment or new-build project.
For an expansive look at what trends to expect in 2019 from suppliers across the globe, visit
Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Miami. Gathering the entire cruise ship interiors supply chain
under one roof, Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Miami will provide the only comprehensive guide
to cruise interior trends on the market.

Meet 175+ suppliers to the cruise
interiors industry:
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